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especially in India, UAE and Europe. This is a kambi from a malayalam comic named Velamma written by M.V Raman Pillai.
The language used in this kambi is Malayalam, a christian language spoken by millions of people around the world especially in
India, UAE and Europe. A bookaaragu by M V Raman pillai tells kambi about the Velamma. The bookaaragu narrated by
means of comics in Malayalam about the cartoon character velamma who lives at Thiruvalla in Kerala state of India. The
bookaaragu has been written in tamil language for Tamil readers also. Here the kambi is to know for malayalam readers. The
bookaaragu by M V Raman pillai tells kambi about the Velamma. The bookaaragu narrated by means of comics in Malayalam
about the cartoon character velamma who lives at Thiruvalla in Kerala state of India. The bookaaragu has been written in tamil
language for Tamil readers also. Here the kambi is to know for malayalam readers This blog post talks about the benefits of
reading comics in malayalam. It will help kids and adults to make time even more enjoyable. This blog post talks about the
benefits of reading comics in malayalam. It will help kids and adults to make time even more enjoyable. This blog post talks
about the benefits of reading comics in malayalam. It will help kids and adults to make time even more enjoyable.

A kambi from a malayalam comic named Velamma written by M.V Raman Pillai. The language used in this kambi is
Malayalam, a christian language spoken by millions of people around the world especially in India, UAE and Europe. A kambi
from a malayalam comic named Velamma written by M.V Raman Pillai.
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